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Abstract—We develop a framework for model selection, using structured and unstructured linear time invariant control models, to describe human motor behavior for individual trials of a compensatory tracking experiment. We develop new metrics for quantifying performance and learning across trials using state space model parameters. Changes in metric parameter values obtained from the control model estimates are used to characterize learning. Classification of participants based on error performance provides a means to test how it relates to a set of model parameters that describe both performance and learning. We highlight the many benefits of using unstructured models, including the ability to quantify the evolution of the human control policy across trials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Motor learning is a change in capacity to generate behavior, and quantified in visuomotor experiments as a change in performance via reduction of error over training. Both compensatory and pursuit tracking experiments are used to demonstrate motor learning because: the movement is continuous, the input signal can be predictable or irregular, and the cursor movement can be determined by position, velocity, or acceleration of the controller [1]. Previous studies described visually guided control as a feedback controller [2], [3]. These models used control policy parameters, which are directly related to the task, to describe performance. Learning was described in terms of simple error reduction. However, error alone does not yield insight into the intrinsic system dynamics.

Modeling motor control and learning with performance data is challenging because the model structure is intrinsically unknown and must be inferred from the measured behavior. Thus, it is necessary to make assumptions about putative control models. The recent literature has described performance and learning in a two-step process: 1) identification of the control policy with direct labeling of feedforward and feedback parameters and 2) iterative estimation the states and parameters of the control policy model using Kalman filtering based analysis [4], [5]. Motor performance is also described in the context of optimal control theory, showing that humans optimize performance by minimizing a cost function that has linear quadratic behavior. This approach can explain variances in response behavior [6], [7]. Approaches that incorporate a control policy with either Kalman filtering or optimal control analysis are potentially problematic because the control policy for human motor performance and the model for human motor learning are unknown. Thus, many simulations use the simplest possible task-related control policy and learning model, such as a PD controller. Despite these limitations, recently proposed models of motor learning have captured the effects of learning through improved predictive capability of performance [5]. Alternatively, subspace identification makes very few assumptions about model structure and has previously been used to verify the quality of fit for competing performance models (optimal, nonlinear, etc.), to estimate state space parameters that relate directly to physical experimental quantities such as error and change in error, and to estimate performance models for individual subjects for trials pooled across time [7], [8], [9].

At the current time, models of human learning are lacking in several important aspects. Notably, they exhibit residual errors in predicting participant performance. Furthermore, many of the proposed model structures do not change within trials or from trial-to-trial, and few capture individual differences from participant-to-participant. Most importantly, there does not exist a unifying framework that allows for the comparison of performance, learning, and predictive parameters of existing models. Accurate, simple, and easily customizable trial-by-trial models are needed in order to quantify the progression of learning and assist in the process of understanding what physical and/or behavioral parameters are important in terms of motor learning. There already exist tools to validate individual control models and determine how well they predict human data. For competing models, the question then arises how can one determine which model is best for describing human behavior, particularly when they exhibit similar fits to data.

In this paper, we present a framework that allows for the comparison of performance, learning, and predictive parameters for a set of control models expressed in the state space form and implemented across individual trials. Performance is identified by model prediction parameters, and learning is identified by model feedforward parameters. We compare three models within the developed framework: a third-order subspace model (SSbest), an unconstrained-order subspace model (SS3), and a third-order proportional derivative controller
(PD). The PD controller was a natural choice because it is the most widely employed approach for characterizing feedback control, and the proportional and derivative parameters are properties inherent to motor control. The Numerical Subspace State Space System Identification (N4SID) algorithm was used to model motor performance. We focus on data from a 1-dimensional visuomotor compensatory tracking task where the cursor movement is based on the velocity of the motor output [5]. In the experiment, described in more detail in Section II, the subject views a centered vertical stationary red bar and a vertical moving yellow bar that is perturbed by an external input signal. The task involves moving the yellow bar, by applying force to a fixed knob, so that it is centered and aligns with the red bar. The error in the experiment is then calculated using the Root Mean Square (RMS) measure. The experiment was originally designed to measure changes of tracking error when the input signal is repeated and sufficiently simple that it can be predicted after practice.

After model validation for each of the three models, we use the model prediction, feedback, and feedforward parameters to identify the best model that describes human motor behavior. Our approach provides a solution in terms of model selection based on the additional parameters (feedback, feedforward) to compare amongst competing models. Selection of the best model to represent human behavior is not solely based on model prediction, but on trends in the feedback and feedforward parameters that confirm or relate to existing human motor behavior attributes.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II (Methods) discusses the construction of the three models, experimental setup, and pre-modeling analysis. Section III (Results) presents the collected data in time and frequency domain and model comparisons for model performance, feedback, and feedforward. Section IV concludes with a discussion of how models compared with one another based on the framework.

II. METHODS

A. Experimental Setup

We used data for nine right-handed adults from an experiment performed over a period of four days [5]. One subject was excluded because the data set was incomplete. The participants had normal corrected vision and learned a visuomotor compensatory tracking task driven by a pair of symmetric arctan input functions, one to the right and one to the left, which alternated from trial to trial. Participants viewed a computer screen similar to Figure 1(b), where a stationary vertical red bar that serves as the target bisects the white area of the screen. The knob controls the lateral position of a second, thick yellow vertical bar. The cursor has velocity control movement, thus the angular position of the knob translates into the velocity of the cursor on the screen. There were four runs each day, each of which consisted of 26 tracking task trials. Participants used their right hand to respond to 13 trials where the arctan input drove the cursor to the left, and 13 trials where the arctan input drove the cursor to right. Each run started with 30 seconds of rest, followed by 10 seconds for the tracking task trial alternating with 10 seconds of rest, and ending in 35 seconds of rest. The goal for each trial was to rotate the knob to keep the yellow bar from deviating from the red bar. All data was collected at a constant sampling rate of 0.0079 seconds for each data point.

B. Data preprocessing

Before models were constructed, the participants’ performance and the input disturbance function were preprocessed using the same methodology used in [5]. That methodology included filtering (fifth-order Butterworth filter), calculation of velocity and acceleration, and removal of extreme outliers. Results for the left arctan input are shown to illustrate key results; the error reduction trend for the left and right arctan input were similar except that the total normalized average median error for the right arctan was 0.83, whereas the left arctan was 0.18. Figure 2 shows representative data for a left arctan input that corresponds to position control. The cursor started to the right of the center of the screen and slowly moved to the center. The middle subplot shows the numerical derivative of the top subplot, i.e., velocity control. The bottom subplot shows the numerical second derivative of the top subplot, i.e., acceleration control. A standard measure of participant performance in motor learning experiments is model error; the participants’ error is a direct indicator for quantifying the amount of learning. The root mean squared error (RMSE) corresponding to position control was individually calculated for the eight participants as

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} e_i^2}{N}}. \tag{1}
\]
The RMSE is computed for each trial, where $e_i$ is the $ith$ entry in the $N \times 1$ error vector $e$ for each trial. $N$ is the length of the input and the output signal ($N = 1900$).

It was inferred that participants learned the two $arctan$ input functions over the progression of the experiment because their RMSE decreased. One-way ANOVA was performed to quantify intersubject and intrasubject variability [10]. Participants’ performance error differed significantly across trials, such that $F_{7,1,656} = 981.82, p < 0.05$. Intersubject variability was further quantified via multiple comparison analysis using the mean of the measured output, whereupon participants were classified into groups. Figure 3(a) shows a box plot of the participants’ RMSE data across trials. The center line represents the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and outliers are plotted individually. The Scheffe test, which uses an F-ratio to test for a significant difference between any two treatment conditions, was then used to determine which participants had similar mean errors. Figure 3(b) shows that the participants were grouped into 3 categories based on their RMSE. Error Group 1 (EG1) was composed of participants 1 and 4, Error Group 2 (EG2) was composed of participants 6 and 7, and Error Group 3 (EG3) was composed of participants 2, 3, 5, and 8. The purpose of grouping participants by their mean error was to quantify the effect of performance error on one’s control policy. In addition, we wanted to determine how many participants were described by the population average (AVG). It is standard practice within behavior experiments to average the participant data, with the idea that the greater the number of participants the more likely the participants will be explained by the population average [10]. However, due to our small population size (eight participants), we quantify the number of participants that are explained by the population average by comparing the mean error of each of the three groups and the population average via the Scheffe test. The top plot in Figure 4 shows that EG2 is statistically similar to the population average, thus 25% of the participants’ performance error is described by the population average. The bottom plot in Figure 4 shows the RMSE across trials for each of the three groups and the population average. Within this view it is qualitatively clear that the mean of group AVG is similar to the mean of group EG2. The only difference between groups AVG and EG2 is the empirical variance.

C. Subspace Identification

Subspace identification methods were used to generate models without prior specification of dynamic order. We considered a discrete time, linear, and time-invariant state space description of a dynamical system, given by

$$x_{k+1} = Ax_k + Br_k + w_k$$

$$y_k = Cx_k + Dr_k + v_k,$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2)} \hspace{1cm} \text{(3)}$$

for $k = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1$. Here, $x \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times 1}$ is the state vector, $r \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times 1}$ is the input signal, $w \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times 1}$ is the process noise, $y \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times 1}$ is the output signal, and $v \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times 1}$ is the additive measurement noise. The process noise and measurement noise are assumed to be Gaussian white noise processes. Closed-loop subspace identification via the N4SID method was used to identify the unknown matrices $A \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$, $B \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$, $C \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times n}$, and $D \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times m}$ and the state trajectory $x$, using the input $r$ and output data $y, n$, the dimension of the state space, is equal to the size of the maximum singular value matrix for the case when the model order is not fixed. $p$ and $m$ are equal to 1 because we are modeling a Single Input Single Output (SISO) system. We removed 125 data points at the start of each trial and 175 at the end of each trial in order to focus
on the change in the signal. The delay of the sensorimotor system is accounted for in the subspace model by the fact that the output data points are delayed relative to the input data points. This delay was assumed to be a constant 150 ms. A lowpass filter is applied to the internal disturbance signal to correct for disturbances $d_y$ that occur at lower frequencies [18]. For this particular system, the disturbance signal is attributed to reduced attention, plant (musculoskeletal) fatigue or random body movement. The error is denoted by $e$, and noise attributed to the experimental setup and visual feedback is denoted by $\xi$. The complementary

$$
G = \frac{\text{steady state gain}}{\text{transfer function}} = \frac{1}{1 + \beta} \approx \frac{1}{s + \beta}.
$$

The subspace identification model generates parameters as state matrices ($A$, $B$, $C$, $D$). In order to compare the PD and subspace models, equivalent input-output realizations are compared. The poles of the PD models’ complementary transfer function were compared to the eigenvalues of the $A$ matrix of the subspace model. For a first-order Padé approximation, this yielded $\lambda = \det(sI - A) = 1 + \frac{\beta}{\beta_2} + \frac{\beta \beta_3}{\beta_2}$. For a second-order Padé approximation or higher, we numerically solved for the eigenvalues. $\lambda$ represents both the poles of the transfer function and the eigenvalues of the $A$ matrix. The pre-filter term $\beta_3$ of the PD model was compared to the $D$ matrix of the subspace model; $D = \beta_3$. Henceforth, $D$ will not be written in boldface as we are dealing with a SISO system and it is scalar. The steady state gain ($K$) was calculated for both models and compared; $K = \lim_{s \to 0} C(sI - A)^{-1}B + D = \frac{\beta_3}{1 - \beta_2}$. The parameters $\beta_i$ can be written in terms of the state space

$$
T = \frac{Y(s)}{R(s)} = \frac{\beta_2 \beta_3 y + \beta_1 \beta_3}{\beta_2 G_{ss} s + 1 - \beta_1 G_{r}}.
$$

The green block denotes the feedforward information and the red block denotes the feedback information. $G_d$ is a lowpass filter with transfer function $G_d = \frac{\phi}{s^2 + \gamma s + \delta}$. and $G_r = e^{-s\tau} \approx \frac{s^2 - \frac{\tau}{2} s + 1}{s^2 + \frac{\tau}{2} s + 1}$ is the second-order Padé approximation to account for the psychological motor delay of approximately 150 ms. Further details of the algorithm are available in [14].
parameters, where
\[
\begin{align*}
\beta_1 &= \frac{K}{D + K}, \\
\beta_2 &= \frac{1 + \beta_1}{\lambda - \frac{2}{\tau}}, \\
\beta_3 &= D
\end{align*}
\]
for a first-order Padé approximation. Again, for a second-order Padé approximation or higher, each \(\beta_2\) is numerically calculated, where \(\lambda\) is each eigenvalue. Therefore the number of \(\beta_2\) values depend on the number of eigenvalues.

III. RESULTS

A. Model validation and performance

Spectral analysis was performed to verify accuracy of the three models and to investigate frequency related dynamics of the data for each group, in terms of signal position. Coherence and bandwidth were the most relevant spectral analysis metrics because they provided a direct interpretation of participants’ physical movements. Coherence is used to measure the fraction of power in the output that can be attributed by a linear relationship from the input. Values of coherence range from 0 to 1; 0 indicating that the output and the input are completely unrelated, and 1 indicating that all the output is due to the input. To filter out noise and understand how coherence changed across trials, coherence measures were averaged across frequencies up to the bandwidth for each trial. The bandwidth was determined by finding the intersection of the gain crossover frequency for the complementary transfer function and the sensitivity transfer function [12].

In the experiment we found that as signal output decreased across trials, coherence increased. The relationship between signal output and coherence across trials revealed that participants initially produced more power than the input signal and decreased their power over trials in order to match the input signal. Change-point analysis was then used to determine at which trial significant changes in the coherence occurred [13]. Change-point analysis iteratively uses a combination of cumulative sum charts and bootstrapping to detect changes; it also provides a confidence level indicating the likelihood that a change occurred and a confidence interval indicating when the change occurred. Change-point analysis on the coherence data for each group showed the following significant increases in data (\(p < 0.05\)): changes for AVG occurred at trials 26, 66, 118, 158, 161, 165; changes for EG1 occurred at trials 23, 110; changes for EG2 occurred at trials 1, 58, 128; and changes for EG3 occurred at trials 26, 87, 158, 190. The results of the change-point analysis imply that participants who exhibit low error make more attempts at decreasing their signal power than other participants. Change-point analysis revealed that the bandwidth remained at a constant average of 0.65 Hz across trials for all groups, implying that all participants maintain the same range of movement frequencies across trials.

MATLAB was used to generate both PD and N4SID model estimates for data obtained in the experiment mentioned in Section II. Even trials were designated for model validation and odd trials were used for model development. Models were constructed in terms of signal position and acceleration. In a previous work, Wohl [17] showed their visuomotor tracking model parameters were more sensitive to input changes in terms of acceleration despite ample practice. Given the simplicity of the \(arctan\) input signal, we also investigated both position and acceleration as model input, in order to test their sensitivity for characterizing both learning and performance.

The Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) [19] and the coefficient of determination (\(R^2\)) [11] were calculated to provide a measure of how well future outcomes are likely to be predicted by the models. The AIC is a standard criteria used to compare model performance for models with differing parameter size. Instead of measuring the direct distance between the predicted model output and the measured output, AIC measures an estimate of the distance. AIC is calculated by

\[-2\log(L(\hat{\theta}|model, r)) + 2K\]

where \(\hat{\theta}\) are the estimated model parameters, model represents the SS3, SSbest, or PD models, \(r\) is the input, and \(K\) is the number of estimated model parameters. The first term is the maximum log likelihood, which is the best fitting curve of the considered model. The second term is a penalty for over-fitting by increasing the number of parameters. The model with the smallest AIC is chosen as the model that best represents human response.
behavior. Similarly, $R^2$ is a metric used to predict future outcomes on the basis of other related information, such as validation data. However, $R^2$ does not penalize models with larger parameter size and thus could give an inflated predicted fit for larger order models. Despite this deficiency, $R^2$ was calculated to confirm the AIC results as well as provide a range for how well the models perform on a scale from 0 to 1. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the predicted system response for a single trial of the three models for the AVG group in terms of signal position and acceleration, respectively. For both position and acceleration, the AIC and $R^2$ metrics reveal that the SS3 and SSBest models predict similarly well and better than the PD model.

Figure 7 shows AIC and $R^2$ results across trials for the four groups. The left column shows results for signal position, and the right column shows results for the signal acceleration. Both AIC and $R^2$ metrics show that all three models perform reasonably well for position and acceleration signal inputs. In addition, for all groups, signal inputs, and metrics, the SS3 model was best at predicting human performance followed by SSBest and PD. Change-point analysis was performed to determine which trials the models significantly ($p < 0.05$) over or under predicted the output. Changes are denoted by the bold square in figure 7. Change-point analysis revealed that more significant changes in prediction occurred for the signal input in terms of acceleration than position. This result is expected because each computed derivative of the performance input and output produces signals with smaller amplitude and larger variability. The greater the variability of the input and output signals the models are less able to predict performance, thus resulting in performance fluctuations as well as higher AIC and lower $R^2$ overall values. We further looked at the slope of the AIC and $R^2$ metric in order to determine how quickly models accurately predict human performance and how error influences the models’ ability to predict human performance. The slope was obtained by performing a linear regression on the AIC and $R^2$ values across trials for all models, groups, and input signal types. The slopes of the $R^2$ metric for all models and groups that were constructed from the acceleration input signal were significantly greater (paired t-test: $p < 0.05$) than the corresponding $R^2$ slopes that were constructed from the position input signal. The slopes of the AIC metric for all models and groups that were constructed from the acceleration input signal were slightly greater (paired t-test: $p < 0.19$) to the corresponding AIC slopes that were constructed from the position input signal.

These results indicate that models constructed from signal acceleration have more learning related information. Results described in terms of acceleration capture more subtle nuances of control than position, thus capturing greater changes in learning. Change-point analysis confirmed that models constructed from signal acceleration are more sensitive than those constructed from signal position. The signal acceleration input produced models that exhibited substantial and consistent improvement in predicting performance, whereas models constructed from the signal position predicted performance with little change in accuracy over trials. A gradual improvement in the models’ ability to accurately predict performance across trials is important in order to display learning. Henceforth, we will only show results for models with the signal acceleration input because the focus of the paper is to describe model parameters in the context of both human performance and learning. Despite the fact that the models constructed from signal position produce more accurate predictions ($R^2 = 0.75$ -
0.99), models constructed from signal acceleration \( R^2 = 0.04 
\) - 0.91 where \( R^2 > 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 \) for 96%, 89%, 78%, 62% of models respectively) produce reasonable predictions that are valid for observing human performance.

Poulton [20] showed that poor trackers have a large constant position error and a large variable error, whereas good trackers have a small constant position error and a small variable error. The variable error reflects the spread of the error distribution. However, connections between variable error, mean error, and model performance remain open. We find that large variability of error decreases the models’ ability to predict performance. Moreover, models constructed from large variable error result in poorer prediction performance than models constructed from large mean error. The variable error and mean position RMSE for each group was quantified, such that \([\text{EG1}, \text{EG2, EG3, AVG}]= [0.0385, 0.0920, 0.0223, 0.0270]\) for variable error and \([0.3616, 0.1756, 0.1145, 0.1839]\) for mean RMSE. The mean AIC/\( R^2 \) and AIC/\( R^2 \) slope were quantified for each model for each group. EG2 had the largest variable error, similar mean RMSE to EG1 and AVG, the lowest mean AIC/\( R^2 \) values, and the greatest AIC/\( R^2 \) slope. EG2 had greatest improvement in performance over trials because the variable error decreased substantially over trials. However, EG1 had the largest mean RMSE but similar values for variable error, mean AIC/\( R^2 \), and AIC/\( R^2 \) slope with EG3 and AVG. This shows that the variable error is a good indicator of model performance.

### B. Feedback

In each of our models, the parameters that describe feedback are \( \beta_1, \beta_2 \), and the poles of the system transfer function or the eigenvalues of the A matrix. In subsection II-D, \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) were defined as feedback parameters corresponding to the structure of the PD model and calculated in terms of the state space parameters. \( \beta_1 \) represents feedback in terms of position control and \( \beta_2 \) represents feedback in terms of velocity. The poles of the system transfer function represent the entire system feedback. The PD and SS3 models have three system poles, and the SSbest model has three or four system poles depending on the trial. The mean and slope of the three feedback parameter were calculated in order to determine the evolution of parameters across trials. The slope was obtained by performing a linear regression on the \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) parameters, and the real part of the poles of the system transfer function, for all models and groups. The mean of \( \beta_1, \beta_2 \), the real part of the system poles across trials, for all models, and groups were 0.5, 1.5, and 0.9 respectively. The slope of \( \beta_1, \beta_2 \), the real part of the system poles across trials, for all models, and groups were 0.0002, 0.0002, and -0.0001 respectively. The imaginary parts of the system poles were analyzed in terms of variable error. The variable error of the imaginary part of one of the system poles (eig2) for SS3 and SSbest was significantly \( p < 0.05 \) greater than the other system poles for all groups. Such that the variable error of eig2 for PD, SS3, and SSbest was 0, 0.032, 0.04 and the variable error of the other system poles for PD, SS3, and SSbest was 0, 0.016, 0.016. In addition, variable error was calculated for every 10 trials for each system pole to determine if there was a trend in terms of how variable error changed over time. For all models and groups, there was no significant change in the variable error for each system pole over time.

From a control perspective, having the pole close to the unit circle suggests that the model (human performance) is slow to respond to changes. However, from the vantage point of modeling human performance we expect the system poles to be near the unit circle because human control has inherent delays. We expected that both the real and imaginary components of the system poles would decrease as performance improved across trials. However, no significant trends in feedback parameters across trials were found. The SS3 and SSbest models had imaginary components whereas the PD model did not. System poles without complex components define exponentially decaying components in the system response, whereas system poles with (stable) complex components generate a (decaying) sinusoidal response. The output in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) resemble decaying sinusoidal behavior, thus imaginary components of the system poles may be intrinsic to enhanced modeling of human motor control.

### C. Feedforward

Since the feedback components remain constant throughout the experiment, the primary reason for improved participant performance can be presumed to be a feedforward mechanism. The D term is the parameter in the state space formulation that directly relates the input to the output. The state space formulation of \( x_{k+1} = Ax_k + Br_k + w_k, \ y_k = Cx_k + Dr_k + v_k \) shows that the relationship between the input \( r \) and the output \( y \) of the system is the parameter D. Because D is a scalar it was found equivalent to the \( \beta_3 \) parameter in the PD model as shown in subsection II-D. However for the case of multiple inputs and outputs, D will be a matrix where each entry within the matrix relates each input to each respective output.

From a physical standpoint, D is the amount of information that directly and instantaneously contributes to the output performance. Thus, it represents the knowledge of performing the task. We define learning as the change in the knowledge of performing the task. Knowledge of performing the task refers to an acquisition of both skill and strategy, for example through experience participants’ understand how much force they need to apply to the knob or when and for how long they should apply the force. We perform linear regression on D over trials to quantify the amount of learning via the slope. Figure 8 shows D plotted across trials. Change-point analysis was performed to detect where significant changes occurred over trials. Changes are denoted by the bold squares. EG1 did not show any significant changes in D across trials. This is expected due to the high mean error. EG2 showed a significant change in D beginning at trial 65 and 84 for the PD and SS3 models respectively. EG3 showed a significant change in D beginning as early as trial 15 for the PD model and trial 21 for the SS3 model. AVG showed the combined effects of the previous 3 plots.
Fig. 8: D, the knowledge of performing the task, across trials for the three models for each learning group. Change-point analysis revealed that participants’ (EG3) with the lowest mean error learned faster than other participants, whereas participants’ (EG1) with the highest mean error did not show any significant changes in D.

Thus we can infer that participants with the lowest mean error learned faster than other participants. However, D did not capture learning trends for participants with mean error equal to or greater than EG1. The slope for each model for all learning groups was calculated. The slope for all models and groups EG2, EG3, and AVG were statistically similar, although the SS3 and SSbest models had a larger slope than the PD model. Thus, participants in groups EG2, EG3, and AVG learned the same. These results show that by adding an additional preprocessing step of separating participants by their mean error, we can extract more information from model parameters, such as how performance error effects learning. It is meaningful to be able to quantify how participants learn over time because that is the first step in systematically developing new ways to predict and improve ones’ ability to learn. One additional point to mention is that D for individual trials represents only a snapshot of the feedforward information. Each snapshot does not tell us how much learning influences the next snapshot. Thus, D displays only incremental learning over time and does not reveal the accumulated learning or learning mechanisms operating across multiple trials.

D. Evolution of the policy over trials

As mentioned earlier, one of the unique advantages of the N4SID algorithm is that the model order can be predicted directly from the data. Thus, we can determine the complexity of participants’ control policy over time. If the model order is unknown for the N4SID algorithm, the number of most significant singular values in one of the matrices describing the mapping from the input to the output will determine the model order. Figure 9 shows how the predicted model order varied over trials for each group. Each bar was obtained by summing the number of predicted third and fourth-order models for every 10 trials. The 11th bar only contains 4 trials, but it is scaled to reflect 10 trials so it is comparable with the other 10 bars. 71%, 72%, and 65% of the 104 trials resulted in third-order models for groups EG1, EG3, and AVG, respectively and 84% of the 104 trials resulted in fourth-order models for group EG2. EG2 resulted in fourth-order models instead of third-order models because of the large variability in the error data. EG1 had the greatest mean error and EG2 had the greatest variable error. Larger variability in error leads to a higher order model despite mean error. Large fluctuations in the error signal will be included in the model because they appear to be important additional system dynamics. However, in our case the variability is part of the system itself, thus a higher order model is the most appropriate choice to capture the dynamics. In addition, for all groups, as error variability decreases over time, the model order approaches third-order.

IV. Discussion

The main contribution of this paper is to develop a framework for how to interpret performance and learning for a human control model in the state space form. The framework consists of identifying feedforward and feedback state space parameters, evaluating the models’ ability to predict the output for each trial, and performing an additional preprocessing step to reduce internal noise by grouping participants by their mean error.

We use three models as examples to demonstrate how to select the most appropriate model that best describes human motor performance and learning based on the framework. The three models that were chosen for comparison were a third-order proportional derivative controller, a third-order subspace model via N4SID, and a subspace model via N4SID where the model order is chosen based on the data. We hypothesized that the N4SID subspace identification model will be able to better predict the output of a given input signal than the PD model because N4SID offers a very flexible model structure. In agreement with our hypothesis, for all learning groups, signal inputs, and metrics the SS3 model was best at predicting human performance, followed closely by SSbest and PD. The results show that the SS3 model predicted the data slightly better than SSbest model because the SSbest model was trading-off performance to account for variability.
in the data. We hypothesized that models constructed from the position input signal will have excellent performance but little learning-related information due to their initial accuracy, whereas models constructed from the acceleration input signal will show average performance and substantial learning-related information. AIC and $R^2$ metrics showed that all three models perform similarly well for position and acceleration signal inputs. In agreement with our hypothesis, the signal acceleration input produced models that exhibited substantial and consistent improvement in predicting performance, whereas models constructed from the signal position predicted performance with little change in accuracy over trials.

We have developed new metrics for quantifying performance and learning across trials using state space model parameters. We compared the PD and subspace model parameters, by solving for each one in terms of the other. We propose that learning-related changes describing feedforward can be directly described by parameters of the controller model, and learning-related changes describing feedback can be described by changes in feedback parameters. We focused our attention on the poles of the transfer function (eigenvalues in state space) and the steady state gain ($D$ in state space) because it is well known that the state space realization can have infinitely many realizations. Characterizing system behavior in terms the eigenvalues and $D$ is sufficient because the state space models are in terms of their minimal realization, thus the concern of parameter cancelation is avoided. In addition, we showed that the eigenvalues and $D$ exhibit expected system related dynamics. For example, the eigenvalues were found to be near the unit circle with both real and imaginary components which correspond to sensorimotor delays and movement, respectively. $D$ showed statistically significant increases over trials, corresponding to learning. The bandwidth and coherence results revealed the method of how participants improved their performance. Spectral analysis results showed that participants did not physically alter the speed of their hand movements to improve performance, but they acquired skills and strategies about how and when to apply force to the knob.

We showed how model performance, feedback, and feedforward parameters are influenced by both the mean and variance of the error. In agreement with system identification theory, we found that large variability between the input and output signals decreased the models’ ability to predict performance. However, this finding is insightful because we have a quantitative marker for how much variance we can allow in our data and still produce reliable models. The results in this manuscript suggest that using input-output data with a variable error of approximately 0.4 or lower will lead to reasonably predictive models. The feedback parameters did not show any significant trends across trials for any of the learning groups. The feedforward component showed that participants with the lowest mean error learned faster than other participants. However, participants with the largest mean error did not show any significant changes in the feedforward component.

With the use of unstructured models, we confirmed that the evolution of the human control policy is dependent on the variability of the data. The larger the variability between the input-output data the greater the number of model parameters needed to describe behavior. In the context of our experiment, we found that participants’ variable error decreased over trials thus participants will adopt a lower order model over time.

In motor learning experiments, it is standard procedure to acknowledge individual subject differences and average the participants to bolster a reliable dataset. We showed that averaging participant performance statistically represented only 25% of the population, therefore we argue that classification of participants is necessary to accurately describe performance for small population groups.
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